Chromosomal arrangement of phosphorelay genes couples sporulation and DNA replication
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Summary

Genes encoding proteins in a common regulatory network are frequently located close to one another on the chromosome to facilitate co-regulation or couple gene expression to growth rate. Contrasting with these observations, here we demonstrate a functional role for the arrangement of Bacillus subtilis sporulation network genes on opposite sides of the chromosome. We show that the arrangement of two sporulation network genes, one located close to the origin, the other close to the terminus leads to a transient gene dosage imbalance during chromosome replication. This imbalance is detected by the sporulation network to produce cell-cycle coordinated pulses of the sporulation master regulator Spo0A~P. This pulsed response allows cells to decide between sporulation and continued vegetative growth during each cell-cycle spent in starvation. The simplicity of this coordination mechanism suggests that it may be widely applicable in a variety of gene regulatory and stress-response settings.
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Introduction

A recurring theme in recent studies of cellular differentiation networks is that these networks respond to stimuli in a highly dynamic, time-dependent manner (Kuchina et al., 2011a; Kuchina et al., 2011b). One of the main roles of this dynamical response is to coordinate the expression of genes in the differentiation program with cell-cycle events such as DNA replication and cell division (Doncic et al., 2011; Toettcher et al., 2009; Veening et al., 2009). Lack of coordination between the differentiation program and the cell-cycle can often result in incomplete/abortive differentiation or even cell death. As a result, uncovering the system-level mechanisms of cell-cycle coordinated differentiation is essential to understand this process. Keeping this in mind, we investigated sporulation in soil bacterium *Bacillus subtilis* to uncover how this differentiation program is coordinated with the cell-cycle.

Sporulation is the last resort of starving *B. subtilis* cells. In response to starvation, *B. subtilis* cells cease vegetative growth and asymmetrically divide to initiate a multistage program that produces stress-resistant and metabolically inert spores (Figure 1A) (Higgins and Dworkin, 2012). At the molecular level, the sporulation program is controlled by the master regulator Spo0A (0A) which is active in its phosphorylated (0A~P) form (Errington, 2003). Expression of many downstream sporulation program genes is controlled by 0A~P, and it has been shown that a threshold level of 0A~P commits cells to sporulation (Eswaramoorthy et al., 2010; Fujita and Losick, 2005; Narula et al., 2012). The activation of 0A itself is regulated by a complex network known as the sporulation phosphorelay (Burbulys et al., 1991). Since cells need two complete chromosomes to produce a viable spore (Hauser and Errington, 1995), the dynamics of 0A activation must be temporally coordinated with the completion of DNA replication. Previous studies have suggested that Sda, an inhibitor of the phosphorelay kinase that activates 0A may be responsible for coordinating 0A activation with DNA replication (Veening et al., 2009). However, it has been recently shown that deletion of sda does not completely abolish cell-cycle coupling of 0A activation (Levine et
al., 2012). As a result, the central question of how the phosphorelay coordinates 0A activation with the cell-cycle remains unaddressed.

Here we show that the chromosomal arrangement of two phosphorelay genes plays a critical role in coupling 0A activation to DNA replication. The location of these genes on opposite sides of the chromosome – one located close to the origin of replication, the other close to the terminus, leads to a transient imbalance in their gene dosage during chromosome replication. Combined with a delayed negative feedback loop in the phosphorelay this transient imbalance results in the pulsatile activation of 0A that is responsible for coordinating the commitment to sporulation with the cell-cycle.

Results

0A activity pulses follow the completion of DNA replication

To understand the dynamics of sporulation network response, we employed time-lapse microscopy and simultaneously tracked 0A activity and DNA replication in single B. subtilis cells (see Methods). We used fluorescent reporters to measure gene expression from 0A~P-regulated promoters for spo0A and spo0F (P_{0A} and P_{0F}). In addition, we fluorescently tagged a replisome component, DnaN, so that periods of DNA replication could be detected by the presence of fluorescent DnaN foci (Su'etsugu and Errington, 2011). In agreement with previous studies (Levine et al., 2012; Veening et al., 2008), we found that in these conditions cells do not sporulate immediately upon exposure to starvation, but rather complete multiple divisions before finally producing spores. Measurements of the expression level of P_{0A-cfp} (Figure 1B) and the cell growth rate (inferred from cell elongation rate) enabled us to compute 0A activity defined as production rate of the reporter protein (Figure 1C). The results revealed that during the multi-cycle progression to spore formation a single pulse of 0A activity is produced every cell-cycle in starvation conditions (Figure 1C). Similar pulsing was observed in the production of fluorescent reporters of other 0A~P-regulated promoters such as P_{0F} (Figure S1). We measured the pulse timing during the cell-cycle (Figure 1C) and found that 0A activity pulses always follow the completion of DNA replication (Figure 1D).

This type of 0A activity pulsing has also been reported by other recent studies (Kuchina et al., 2011b; Levine et al., 2012; Veening et al., 2009). Veening and coworkers reported that this pulsatile response is the result of pulsing of Sda, an inhibitor of the kinase that activates 0A (Veening et al., 2009). However a more recent study (Levine et al., 2012), has shown that Sda might not be the only mechanism behind 0A activity pulsing since deletion of sda does not completely abolish pulsing. As a result, the mechanism underlying this pulsatile response remains unclear.

A hidden negative feedback loop in the phosphorelay

Our first goal was to uncover the mechanism underlying the pulsing of 0A~P. To this end, we built a detailed mathematical model of the sporulation phosphorelay network (Figure 2A) that controls 0A production and phosphorylation (see Supplemental Information). This network consists of multiple histidine kinases KinA-E, two phosphotransferases Spo0F (0F)
and Spo0B (0B), and the master regulator 0A (Hoch, 1993). Among the five kinases, the cytoplasmic protein KinA is the major sporulation kinase (in our conditions-Figure S2A) and therefore we have only included this kinase in our model (Eswaramoorthy et al., 2010; Perego et al., 1989). Upon nutrient limitation, KinA auto-phosphorylates and indirectly transfers the phosphate group to 0A via the intermediate proteins 0F and 0B (Figure 2A) (Burbulys et al., 1991). The expression levels of kinA, 0F and 0A are regulated by 0A~P via direct and indirect transcriptional feedback loops. These post-translational and transcriptional interactions were described using appropriate mass-action and Hill-function type rate laws to build the model of the phosphorelay network (see Supplemental Information and Table S1).

Analysis of simulations of this model showed that an increase in 0F levels leads to higher levels of 0A~P and increased expression of 0A targets (Figure 2B). However, this result contradicts previous in vivo studies, which indicate that 0F overexpression inhibits sporulation (Chapman and Piggot, 1987; Chastanet et al., 2010; Sen et al., 2011). To resolve this discrepancy, we made a change to the conventionally assumed phosphorelay architecture (Figure 2A without red arrow) and incorporated substrate inhibition of KinA by 0F into the phosphorelay model (red arrow, Figure 2A). This substrate inhibition effect was based on an in vitro study demonstrating inhibition of phosphotransfer by excess 0F (Grimshaw et al., 1998). The resulting model predicted a non-monotonic dependence of 0A~P on 0F as high 0F concentrations blocked 0A activation (Figure 2B). We verified this inhibition in an engineered strain, i0FamyE, in which the native copy of 0F was replaced by a copy of 0F expressed from an IPTG-inducible promoter (P_{hyperspank} or P_{hsp}) at the amyE locus. The results indicate inhibition of 0A activity by excess of 0F induction (Figures 2C and S2A).

Since 0F expression is activated by 0A~P, the substrate inhibition of KinA by 0F results in the negative feedback loop in the phosphorelay. This feature is especially significant since negative feedback loops are known to produce adaptation-like pulsatile responses (Ma et al., 2009). In addition, the inhibition of KinA by 0F made the flux through the phosphorelay very sensitive to the ratio of KinA and 0F concentrations (Figure S2BC). As a result, any perturbation of the relative KinA/0F ratio can force the negative feedback loop to produce a pulsed 0A~P response.

**Chromosomal arrangement of phosphorelay genes provides a pulse triggering perturbation**

The sensitivity of the phosphorelay response to the KinA/0F ratio in our model suggested that chromosomal arrangement of kinA and 0F may affect 0A~P dynamics. On the B. subtilis chromosome 0F is located close to the origin (326°-oriC proximal) and kinA near the terminus (126°-ter proximal) of DNA replication (Figure 3A). As a result, replication of 0F precedes that of kinA and each DNA replication cycle produces a transient decrease in the kinA:0F gene dosage ratio (Figure 3A). In light of this, we proposed that this arrangement of 0F and kinA genes on the chromosome might couple the phosphorelay output to DNA replication.
Including a DNA replication window in our simulations, we found that this imbalance in kinA and 0F expression inhibits the phosphorelay flux and results in a decrease in 0A–P during replication (Figure 3A). Once DNA replication is completed and the kinA:0F ratio returns to one, the delayed negative feedback loop comprised of transcriptional feedback from 0A–P to 0F and the postulated substrate inhibition of KinA by 0F produces an overshoot of 0A–P above its steady state (Figure 3A). These overshoots are manifested as pulses of 0A activity occurring once per cell cycle. Thus, our model explains both the pulsing mechanism and the observed correlation between DNA replication and timing of 0A pulses (compare Figures 1C and 3A). Moreover comparison of the chromosomal locations of kinA and 0F in 45 different species of spore-forming bacteria that have both these genes showed little variation in their positions relative to the chromosomal origin (Figure S2DE and Table S2), which suggests that the proposed relative gene dosage pulsing mechanism is evolutionarily conserved.

To uncover the essential design features necessary for the pulsatile 0A–P dynamics, we tested the model response to specific network perturbations. First, we tested the effect of translocating 0F so that both kinA and 0F are close to the chromosome terminus. Simulations of this engineered Trans-0FglyA strain (Figures 3B and S3) showed that the translocation of 0F close to the terminus eliminated the transient kinA:0F decrease during DNA replication. Consequently, simulations of this modified strain showed no 0A–P pulsing and instead the system remained at steady state. In the same fashion, our model shows that elimination of the transient kinA:0F ratio decrease by translocation of kinA close to the chromosomal origin (Trans-kinAamyE) would eliminate 0A–P pulsing (Figure S3).

Next, we investigated the role of the negative feedback loop between 0A–P and 0F by testing the effect of assuming that 0F is expressed from an IPTG-inducible P_hsp promoter, rather than the native 0A–P regulated P_0F promoter. We tested two such inducible engineered strains: i0FamyE (P_hsp:0F located close to the origin of replication - Figure 3C) and i0FglyA (P_hsp:0F located close to the terminus - Figure 3D). In these inducible strains, the effective kinA:0F gene dosage was assumed to depend on the level of 0F expression. Model simulations showed that in the i0FamyE strain (Figure 3C), there is a transient decrease in effective kinA:0F. This decrease inhibits the phosphorelay phosphate flux and causes a decrease in 0A–P. However 0A–P does not overshoot before returning to the steady state and there is no pulse (Figure 3C), unlike the results for WT (Figure 3A). Simulations further showed that transient decrease of kinA:0F is eliminated by 0F translocation in the i0FglyA strain (Figure 3D) and that 0A–P stays at steady state in this case. Simulations also predicted that the 0A–P response in these inducible strains depends on the level of 0F, specifically 0A–P levels decrease with increasing 0F expression in both i0FamyE and i0FglyA (Figure 3CD).

Thus far our phosphorelay model only included one kinase, KinA, as its deletion (ΔkinA) has most drastic effect on sporulation efficiency under most sporulation conditions (Figure S2A) (LeDeaux et al., 1995). However, in certain conditions (S7 minimal media), KinB is known to act as the major kinase. To explore the role of KinB we extended our model to include KinB. Notably the location of kinB is about 60 degrees further from oriC than 0F (Figure S3A). As a result, similar to kinA there is a transient period during which gene
dosage of 0F exceeds that of kinB resulting in the inhibition of kinase and reduction in 0A activity. According to our mathematical model, upon kinB replication relief of this inhibition can be sufficient to trigger a 0A–P pulse (Figure S3E). The lower amplitudes of 0A–P pulses triggered by KinB relative to KinA are consistent with the results of Levine et al. (Levine et al., 2012) who reported 0A-activity pulsing in ΔkinA strain. This prediction also explains the reduced sporulation efficiency of this strain (LeDeaux et al., 1995). Overall these results show that KinB can partially compensate for KinA and trigger pulsing of 0A activity by relying on the same design features as the kinA:0F pulsing mechanism.

Based on these results we constructed a simplified model of the network that can capture the negative feedback based 0A–P pulsing mechanism. This model used KinA concentration as a time-varying signal and had just three variables: 0A–P, 0F and an auxiliary variable to account for a delay in transcriptional activation of 0F by 0A–P (Figure S4A and Supplemental Information). This minimal model also demonstrated that a change in the kinA:0F ratio together with ultrasensitive repression of 0A–P by 0F and delayed activation of 0F transcription are necessary and sufficient to produce the observed pulses of 0A–P (Fig. S4BC). Elimination of either of these ingredients destroyed the pulsing (Figure S4D–G). Notably, introduction of the positive feedback into the model to mimic the effect of transcriptional activation of kinA and spo0A by 0A–P enhanced the ultrasensitivity of the repression of 0A phosphorylation by 0F and increased the pulse amplitudes resulting from changes in KinA:0F dosage ratio (Figure S4D–G). However in agreement with the observations of Levine et al, this positive feedback is not essential for pulsing (Levine et al., 2012).

Altogether our model results suggest that two design features of the phosphorelay are crucial for the pulsatile response of 0A–P during starvation: (i) negative feedback between 0A–P and 0F and (ii) transient gene dosage imbalance between kinA and 0F resulting from the chromosomally arrangement of these genes. Consequently, our model predicts that disrupting these key features would abolish 0A–P pulsing and thereby affect sporulation (Figure 3B–D, S3 and S4).

**Experimental tests confirm the role of gene-dose imbalance and negative feedback in 0A–P pulsing**

We tested our modeling predictions by engineering two sets of *B. subtilis* strains. The first set of strains was engineered to examine how the chromosomal arrangement of kinA and 0F and the resulting transient gene dosage imbalance affects 0A–P pulsing (Figure 4A–E). In the first strain, *Trans-0FgltA* (Figure 4B), we eliminated the transient imbalance in the kinA:0F ratio by translocation of the 0F gene to the gltA locus close to the terminus. As a control, we engineered a second strain (*Trans-0FamyE*; Figure 4C) by moving the 0F gene to amyE locus near the origin so that the kinA:0F imbalance is retained despite the translocation. Because the entire 0F gene with the upstream region containing regulatory sequences was translocated in both strains, only the relative gene dosage during replication was perturbed whereas the negative feedback regulation remained intact. As predicted by the model (Figure 3B), pulsing was abolished in the *Trans-0FgltA* strain but not in the *Trans-0FamyE*, which exhibited pulsing similar to the WT cells (Figure 4F–H). The lack of pulsing in the
Trans-0FgliA resulted solely from the change in chromosomal position of 0F and not from reduced 0F expression. Specifically, we measured the activity of P0F at amyE and gltA loci and found that it displays the same pulsatile behavior with similar expression levels (Figure S1).

Following the same line of thought, we constructed two Trans-kinA strains by chromosomally translocating kinA to perturb the transient kinA:0F imbalance. In Trans-kinA8gliA (Figure 4D) and Trans-kinAmyE (Figure 4E) we moved the kinA gene to gliA locus near the terminus and the amyE locus near the origin respectively. Translocation of kinA close to the origin in Trans-kinAmyE eliminated the transient imbalance in the kinA:0F ratio whereas the kinA:0F imbalance was retained in Trans-kinA8gliA. Similar to the Trans-0F strains the negative feedback regulation remained intact in the Trans-kinA strains. As predicted by our model, Trans-kinA8gliA exhibited pulsing similar to the WT cells whereas pulsing was abolished in the Trans-kinAmyE strain (Figure 4IJ). However in contrast to the non-pulsing Trans-0FgliA strain, the non-pulsing Trans-kinAmyE displayed a high level of 0A activity. This difference can be attributed to the compensatory effect of other kinases (such as KinB) or to the increased expression of kinA from the amyE locus. Together, the results from these translocation experiments confirm the prediction that transient kinA:0F gene dosage imbalance is necessary for 0A pulse generation.

To further establish the role of transient imbalance in 0F to kinA expression rates, we constructed a rescue strain, iTrans-0F (Figure 4K). In addition to 0F translocation to the terminus (Trans-0F8gliA), we integrated an additional IPTG-inducible copy of 0F close to the chromosome origin to recover the transient imbalance in 0F to kinA expression rates during replication. In the absence of IPTG, this strain acted like the non-responsive Trans-0FgliA strain and showed no 0A–P pulsing. However, at 5μM IPTG the sporulation in the iTrans-0F strain was restored similar to the WT strain (Figure 4P). Thus, we concluded that the transient imbalance in kinA and 0F expression resulting from their chromosomal locations acts as an essential trigger for 0A–P pulses.

To test the role of negative feedback between 0A–P and 0F in pulse generation, we created a second set of strains, i0FamyE and i0F8gliA (Figure 4L-O), in which 0F is expressed from the IPTG-inducible Phsrp promoter, rather than the native 0A–P regulated promoter. According to our simulations (Figure 3CD), even though 0A–P pulsing in these strains would be disrupted, cells could still accumulate high levels of 0A–P if 0F expression was below the inhibitory range determined in Figure 2C. Indeed, we found that in i0FamyE and i0F8gliA strains, the 0A promoter activity increased gradually over time to levels comparable to that in WT at 5μM IPTG (low 0F expression; Figure 4QR). In contrast, at 20μM IPTG (high 0F expression; Figure 4ST) there was no significant increase in 0A promoter. We also found that, consistent with our model predictions (Figure 3C), 0A promoter activity in i0FamyE fluctuates (Figure 4M) due to transient changes in kinA:0F expression ratios in this strain. However, these fluctuations did not resemble the adaptation type pulsatile responses of the WT and Trans-0FamyE strains. In fact, unlike the WT and Trans-0FamyE strains both i0FamyE and i0F8gliA strains showed no statistically significant difference between the peak 0A activity during a cell-cycle and the 0A activity at the end of the cell-cycle (Figure S5). This led us to conclude that 0A activity does not pulse in these strains, thereby confirming
our prediction that the negative feedback in the phosphorelay is essential for producing pulses of 0A–P in response to starvation.

**Lack of 0A–P pulsing leads to sporulation defects**

Notably, the lack of 0A–P pulsing in the kinA translocation strain Trans-kinA\(^{amyE}\) and the inducible i0F\(^{amyE}\) and i0F\(^{gltA}\) strains (Figure S5) did not prevent them from producing spores (for i0F strains this is the case only at 5μM IPTG when 0F expression was low; Figure 5A). Thus, 0A–P pulsing was not essential for sporulation, but we hypothesized that it was necessary for ensuring that the threshold level of 0A–P activity required for asymmetric septation or \(\sigma^F\) activation would only be reached in the cells with two complete chromosomes. Accordingly, we predicted that strains with non-pulsatile accumulation of 0A–P would exhibit an increased frequency of defective sporulation phenotypes resulting from untimely 0A activation.

To determine whether pulsatile 0A activation plays a role in preventing faulty sporulation, we counted the frequency of defects in the pulsing WT and non-pulsing Trans-kinA\(^{amyE}\) and i0F\(^{gltA}\) strains. We specifically focused on two types of sporulation defects (Figure 5B): (i) Asymmetric septation without activation of \(\sigma^F\) in the forespore and (ii) Activation of \(\sigma^F\) in the mother cell before asymmetric septation. We found that asymmetric septation without activation of \(\sigma^F\) causes cells to bud off a small daughter cell that lacks DNA and dies soon after division (Figure 5B). On the other hand, activation of \(\sigma^F\) in the mother cell causes cell death (Figure 5B). Thus, both types of defects affect the ability of cells to efficiently produce spores. Counting the number of such abnormalities, we found that the frequency of defects per spore produced over 30hrs in starvation conditions was about three-fold higher in the i0F\(^{gltA}\) strain (14.7% ± 1.7%; 3 independent measurements >250 spores each) and Trans-kinA\(^{amyE}\) strain (13.1% ± 5.8%; 3 independent measurements >100 spores each) relative to the WT strain (5.0% ± 1.5%; 3 independent measurements, >250 spores each) (Figure 5C). Therefore, we find that 0A–P pulsing plays a key role in preventing defective sporulation.

Next we examined whether the higher frequency of defects/spore ratio in the non-pulsing i0F\(^{gltA}\) strain results from lack of proper coordination of sporulation with the cell-cycle. To test this idea, we used time-lapse microscopy data for the i0F\(^{gltA}\) strain to compute the time of cell-fate decisions both in cell-cycles that successfully produce spores and those that end in defective sporulation. The time of cell-fate decision was defined as the time from the start of the cell-cycle to the time of \(P_{\text{spoIIIR}}\)-\(\text{cfp}\) (a \(\sigma^F\) reporter) activation in the cases of normal sporulation and the mother cell \(\sigma^F\) activation defect. For the defect of asymmetric septation without \(\sigma^F\) activation, the ime of cell-fate decision was defined as the time from the start of the cell-cycle to the time of asymmetric septation. As shown in Figure 5B and 5D, cell-cycles that end in sporulation defects reach cell-fate decisions early in the cell-cycle (2–3hrs after the start of the cell-cycle). We note that unlike rich medium conditions, cell-cycle durations in starvation conditions are typically 5–6 hours long. As DNA replication is incomplete early in the cell-cycle, these early cell-fate decisions appear to arise from the attempt to execute the sporulation program without two complete chromosomes. In contrast, in cell-cycles that successfully produce a spore, the timing of cell-fate decisions is typically
late in the cell-cycle (>4hrs after the start of the cell-cycle; Figure 5B, D), after the completion of DNA replication. Thus we concluded that activation of 0A and commitment to sporulation too early in the cell-cycle, before the completion of DNA replication, is responsible for both sporulation defects. Moreover, since these defects occur at a higher frequency in the non-pulsing $i0F^{+/A}$ strain, these results show that the 0A–P pulsing plays a key role in preventing sporulation defects because of its ability to ensure proper coordination of the sporulation program with DNA replication.

**Discussion**

Taken together, our results reveal how *B. subtilis* cells are able to couple cell-fate decisions to DNA replication. Using an ultrasensitive, delayed negative feedback loop to detect the transient imbalance of gene dosage resulting from directional chromosome replication allows *B. subtilis* to use DNA replication itself as the trigger for 0A activation, thereby ensuring that these two do not temporally conflict with each other. Moreover, the pulsatile activation of 0A during every cell cycle offers *B. subtilis* cells an opportunity to evaluate their starvation level and decide between sporulation and continued vegetative growth on a cell-cycle by cell-cycle basis.

One of the key design features that underlies the pulsatile 0A–P dynamics appears to be a negative feedback loop, which are known to be one of the few network motifs capable of generating adaptation-like pulsatile responses (Ma et al., 2009). The crucial component that creates this negative feedback is the substrate inhibition of KinA by 0F through the formation of a dead-end complex that blocks KinA autophosphorylation. This substrate inhibition effect has been demonstrated previously (Grimshaw et al., 1998), but has received little attention in mathematical modeling studies. This effect is however essential for explaining the inhibitory effect of 0F overexpression on sporulation (Chapman and Piggot, 1987; Chastanet et al., 2010; Sen et al., 2011). Our results demonstrate that this negative feedback based on the substrate inhibition of KinA by 0F plays a critical role in coupling 0A–P pulsing to DNA replication. Alternative explanations for 0A–P pulsing suggested by earlier studies invoke either the 0A–P-AbrB-Spo0E negative feedback loop (Schultz et al., 2009) or the inhibition of KinA by Sda (Veening et al., 2009). However, a pulsing mechanism based on the 0A–P-AbrB-Spo0E negative feedback loop is unlikely since it cannot explain our observations of the cell-cycle coupling of pulses (Figure 1D). In addition, a recent study has shown the Spo0E deletion does not affect pulsing (Levine et al., 2012). On the other hand, the cell-cycle dependent oscillations of Sda provides a viable explanation for the DNA replication coupled 0A–P pulses. However, our results showing the lack of pulsing in $i0F^{+/A}$ strain where 0A–P-0F negative feedback is perturbed (Figure 3D), suggests that substrate inhibition feedback that we propose here plays the key role in controlling 0A–P dynamics.

Notably, dead-end complex based substrate inhibition mechanisms have been previously postulated to act as a source of ultrasensitivity in the response of bacterial two-component systems and sigma factor regulation (Clarkson et al., 2004; Igoshin et al., 2008; Igoshin et al., 2006). Our results reveal that these mechanisms can also result in ultrasensitivity in the ratio of the two genes involved in dead-end complex substrate inhibition – specifically the
KinA:0F ratio. In the case of sporulation, this ratio sensitive response forms the basis of the coupling of 0A–P pulsing to DNA replication by a gene dosage mechanism. More generally, however, this ratio-sensitive response provides a unique mechanism for the integration of different environmental signals - a feature that may be relevant to a wide variety systems that employ phosphorelay networks (Appleby et al., 1996).

The sensitivity of phosphorelay response to the KinA:0F ratio and as a result to their gene dosages also suggests a unique mechanism for growth rate based control of sporulation. In nutrient rich conditions, for cells with a generation time of less than the time required replication, new rounds of replication begin before the previous round terminates, resulting in multifork replication (Wang and Levin, 2009). As a result of multifork replication, cells have multiple copies of the origin-proximal chromosomal region and a single copy of the terminus-proximal region. Consequently the relative gene dosage of origin-proximal and terminus-proximal genes increases at high growth rate (Wang and Levin, 2009). Considering that 0F and kinA are origin-proximal and terminus-proximal respectively, this implies that the low KinA:0F ratio at high growth rates could prevent 0A activation sporulation in nutrient rich conditions. A similar origin-terminus relative gene dosage mechanism has been shown to regulate histidine metabolism in response to growth rate in Salmonella typhimurium (Blanc-Potard et al., 1999). Our results suggest that in Bacillus subtilis, the kinA:0F relative gene dosage sensitive phosphorelay may act similarly and function as a growth rate dependent decision mechanism although this requires further investigation.

Our results also show that to enable the pulsatile 0A–P response strategy, the design of the sporulation network exploits a universal feature of bacterial physiology: the transient imbalance of gene dosage between origin-proximal and terminus-proximal genes during chromosome replication. It is well-known that chromosomal location of genes affects their expression (Block et al., 2012; Klumpp et al., 2009) and that clustering of genes facilitates their co-regulation (Lathe et al., 2000). Recent studies have also revealed that origin proximal location of genes can be used to detect DNA replication stress and trigger bacterial competence (Slager et al., 2014). Our results add to this growing repertoire of functional roles for chromosomal arrangement of regulatory genes and provide a simple cell-cycle coupling mechanism that could very well be employed in a wide range of other microbial species and stress response mechanisms.

**Experimental Procedures**

**Strain construction**

All strains were derived from Bacillus subtilis PY79 (Youngman et al., 1984) using standard molecular biology techniques. Details of the strain construction, strain genotypes and primer sequences and vectors used are provided in the Table S3 in the Supplemental Information.

**Culture preparation and Microscopy**

**Culture preparation**—For imaging, B. subtilis culture was started from an overnight LB agar plate containing appropriate antibiotics (final concentrations: 5 μg/ml chloramphenicol, 5 μg/ml neomycin, 5μg/ml erythromycin, 5μg/ml phleomycin and 100 μg/ml Nalidixic acid.)
spectinomycin). Strains containing multiple resistance genes were grown on a combination of no more than three antibiotics at a time. Cells were resuspended in casein hydrolysate (CH) medium (Sterlini and Mandelstam, 1969) and grown at 37°C with shaking. After reaching OD 1.8–2.0, cells were washed once and resuspended in 0.5 volume of Resuspension Medium (RM) (Sterlini and Mandelstam, 1969). The resuspended cells were grown at 37°C for 1 hour, then diluted 15-fold and applied onto a 1.5% low-melting agarose pad made with RM-MOPS medium with desired IPTG or glucose concentration, if necessary. The pads were covered, left to air-dry for 1 hour at 37°C and placed into a coverslip-bottom Willco dish for imaging.

**Time-Lapse Microscopy**—Differentiation of *B. subtilis* microcolonies was monitored with fluorescence time-lapse microscopy at 37°C with an Olympus IX-81 inverted microscope with a motorized stage (ASI) and an incubation chamber. Image acquisition was set to every 20 min with a Hamamatsu ORCA-ER camera. Custom Visual Basic software in combination with the Image Pro Plus (Media Cybernetics) was used to automate image acquisition and microscope control.

**Image Analysis**—A combination of Schnitzcells software (http://cell.caltech.edu/schnitzcells), custom written MATLAB programs, MicrobeTracker tool (Sliusarenko et al., 2011) and freely available ImageJ plugins (Rasband, W.S., ImageJ, U. S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/, 1997–2014) was used to analyze microscopy data as described below.

**Data Analysis**

**Quantification of Promoter Activity**—The measurements of promoter activities for $P_{0A}$-cfp/yfp promoters (Figures 1C and 4) and the $P_{0F}$-yfp promoter (Figure S1) refer to rate of protein production calculated from fluorescence time-lapse data. These promoter activities were calculated by using an explicit finite-difference method described previously (Levine et al., 2012; Rosenfeld et al., 2005). Briefly, the promoter activity $P_F(t)$ was determined from fluorescence time-series data for mean cell fluorescence ($M(t)$) and cell-length ($L(t)$) using the following equation:

$$P_F(t) = \frac{M(t+\Delta t) - M(t)}{\Delta t} + \gamma M(t) + \frac{\log(L(t+\Delta t)) - \log(L(t))}{\Delta t} M(t)$$

Here $\Delta t$ is the time difference between successive frames (20 minutes). $\mu(t)$ and $\gamma$ are the protein dilution and degradation rates respectively. We used $\gamma = 0.1 \text{ hr}^{-1}$ since in our conditions, fluorescent proteins CFP and YFP are stable. $\mu(t)$, the cell-growth rate at every frame was calculated using the following equation:

$$\mu(t) = \frac{1}{L(t)} \frac{dL(t)}{dt} = \frac{d\log(L(t))}{dt} = \frac{\log(L(t+\Delta t)) - \log(L(t))}{\Delta t}$$

See Supplemental Information for a detailed description of the Promoter Activity quantification procedure.
Quantification and characterization of promoter activity pulses—The time to reach the maximum promoter activity from the start of the cell-cycle and was used to calculate the $T_p$ period (Figure 1D).

To differentiate pulsing and non-pulsing strains (Figure S5), the promoter activity in each cell-cycle was quantified at three time points: at the start of the cell-cycle, at the point during the cell-cycle where the promoter activity reaches its maximum value and at the end of the cell-cycle (Figure S5AB). To determine whether increase in 0A promoter activity during each cell cycle occurs in a pulsatile manner we compared $\Delta$Max, the difference between Peak promoter activity and promoter activity at the start of the cell cycle, and $\Delta$End, the difference between the promoter activities at the start and end of the cell-cycles. In each strain, we aggregate the data for $\Delta$Max and $\Delta$End at each cell cycle and compare their distributions with a two sample t-test. Statistical significance of the observed differences in $\Delta$Max and $\Delta$End is used to detect whether pronounced pulsing can be detected for each strain.

Identification of DNA replication periods using DnaN foci—To identify DNA replication windows in time-lapse experiments (Figure 1BC) we expressed a fluorescent DnaN-YFP fusion protein from the IPTG inducible $P_{hyper-spank}$ promoter. During DNA replication, the DnaN forms subcellular foci (Su'etsugu and Errington, 2011; Veening et al., 2009). Using the DnaN-YFP fusion protein, these foci can be detected as diffraction-limited spots. We used the SpotFinderF MATLAB program (Sliusarenko et al., 2011) with a signal-to-background ratio of 40 as the minimum peak height to identify DnaN-YFP foci and active DNA replication periods. DNA replication periods identified in this way were used to calculate the difference between the start of the cell-cycle and the end of DNA replication or $T_r$ period (Figure 1D) for each cell-cycle in the time-lapse data.

Estimation of the spore fraction—To get an estimate of the sporulation efficiency of the various strains in Figure 3 we calculated a spore fraction for each strain after 25 hrs in starvation conditions (see Figure 5A). The spore fraction was calculated by dividing the number of cells that had formed phase-bright spores by the total number of cells. Three independent measurements were made for each strain with more than 200 cells counted in each instance to calculate the mean and standard deviations of spore fractions.

Quantification of sporulation defects—We manually counted the number of both types of sporulation defects (Asymmetric septation without $\sigma^F$ activation and Activation of $\sigma^F$ in the mother cell) in the time-lapse images of pulsing WT strain (harboring the same integrated reporters and GltA knockout as i0FgltA strain) and of the non-pulsing i0FgltA (at 5μM IPTG) and Trans-kinAamyE strains over 30hrs in starvation conditions. We also counted the total number of spores produced over those 30hrs to calculate the frequency of defects produced for both strains per spore (Figure 5B). Two-sample t-test was used to determine the statistical significance of the observed differences.

To determine the timing of cell-fate decision in sporulation defects and normal sporulation (Figure 5C) we used time-lapse microscopy data from the non-pulsing i0FgltA strain. The timing of cell-fate decision was defined as the time from the start of the cell-cycle to the
time of $P_{\text{SpoIIR-cfp}}$ (a $\sigma^F$ reporter) activation in the cases of normal sporulation and mother cell $\sigma^F$ activation defect. For the case of asymmetric septation without $\sigma^F$ activation defect, the time of cell-fate decision was defined as the time from the start of the cell-cycle to the time of asymmetric septation.
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Highlights

- The sporulation network detects transient gene dosage imbalance during replication
- Negative feedback leads to pulsatile activation of sporulation master regulator
- Pulsed response couples sporulation and DNA replication
- Gene translocations eliminating pulses lead to sporulation defects
Figure 1.
Coordination of the sporulation response with the cell-cycle in *B. subtilis*.

A. In starvation, *B. subtilis* make cell-fate decision either to divide medially continuing vegetative growth or to divide asymmetrically committing to sporulation. The decision is based on the level of phosphorylated master regulator Spo0A (0A–P). 0A–P exceeding a threshold commit cells to sporulation whereas lower levels allows cells to continue growth. The decision must be made after the completion of DNA replication phase (yellow bar) since two complete chromosomes are needed to produce a viable spore. B–C Single cell time-lapse microscopy using a $P_{0A}$-cfp reporter for 0A–P with vertical dashed lines indicate cell divisions and yellow shaded regions indicate periods of DNA replication (detected by the presence of DnaN-YFP foci). (B) Expression level of $P_{0A}$-cfp increases in a pulsatile fashion over multiple cell-cycles in starvation media. (C) Its promoter activity (defined as production rate, an indicator of 0A–P level) also shows pulses of increasing amplitude over multiple generations. Note that DNA replication is sometimes initiated just before cell division. For each cell cycle, we can determine the time from birth to end of DNA replication ($T_r$) and time from birth to peak $P_{0A}$-cfp Promoter activity ($T_p$) represent respectively. D. Measurements of time from birth to end of DNA replication ($T_r$) and time from birth to peak $P_{0A}$-cfp Promoter activity ($T_p$) show that $T_p > T_r$ for the vast majority of the cell-cycles implying that 0A activity peaks occurs after DNA replication is complete.
Figure 2.
Substrate inhibition of 0F by KinA produces a negative feedback in the phosphorelay. 
A. Network diagram of the sporulation phosphorelay network that controls the activity of the master regulator Spo0A (0A). The phosphorelay includes both post-translational and transcriptional regulatory interactions. Post-translationally, the kinases KinA-E (only KinA is shown) transfer phosphoryl groups to the master regulator 0A via the two phosphotransferases Spo0B (0B) and Spo0F (0F). Transcriptionally, 0A~P controls the expression of kina, 0F and 0A forming multiple transcriptional feedback loops. Our model also includes a substrate inhibition interaction (red blunted arrow) whereby excess 0F can bind to un-phosphorylated KinA and block its auto-phosphorylation. This substrate inhibition creates a negative feedback loop wherein 0A~P activates 0F expression and 0F inhibits 0A activation by inhibiting KinA. B. Mathematical model predicts that, for a phosphorelay with substrate-inhibition of KinA by 0F (blue curve), 0A promoter activity is a non-monotonic functions of 0F concentrations and decrease ultrasensitively for [0F]>5μM. In contrast, for a phosphorelay without substrate-inhibition (orange curve), 0A promoter activity monotonically increase to saturated value. C. Predicted non-monotonic dependence of 0A activity on 0F levels is confirmed by engineering inducible 0F strain, i0FamyE (Δ0F; amyE::P_hsp-0F) and measuring maximum 0A promoter activity in the at different levels of 0F induction. Gray empty circles show maximum P₀A promoter activity levels achieved by individual cell lineages over 25 hours in starvation conditions at each IPTG concentration. Blue filled circles and error-bars indicate the mean and standard deviations of these
measurements at each IPTG concentration. Maximum $P_{0A}$ promoter activity decreases at high 0F expression levels (IPTG>10μM) in agreement with the substrate-inhibition effect of 0F overexpression.
Mathematical model identifies the mechanism of 0A~P pulsing and its necessary conditions. Top panels in (A–D) show chromosomal arrangements of 0F and kinA in (A) Wildtype (WT) B. subtilis and engineered strains: (B) Trans-0FgltA, (C) i0F amyE, (D) i0F gltA. 0F is located close to the origin of replication in WT and i0F amyE strains and close to the terminus in the Trans-0FgltA and i0F gltA. kinA is located close to the terminus in all strains. Note that 0F is expressed from the IPTG-inducible P hsp promoter, rather than the native 0A~P regulated P 0F promoter in the inducible i0F amyE and i0F gltA strains. Middle panels in (A–D) show changes in kinA:0F gene dosage ratio in the WT and engineered strains. In the inducible i0F amyE and i0F gltA strains, the effective kinA:0F gene dosage depends on whether the level of 0F expression from the IPTG-inducible P hsp promoter is low (solid line) or high (dashed line). Bottom panels in (A–D) show model predictions for the response of 0A~P levels to the changes in kinA:0F ratio in WT and engineered strains. Model simulations show that the transient decrease in kinA:0F during DNA replication (yellow bar) in WT (A) inhibits the phosphorelay phosphate flux, thereby causing a decrease in 0A~P. Once DNA replication is complete, the phosphorelay produces an overshoot of 0A~P before returning to the steady state resulting in a 0A~P pulse. Model results also predict that elimination of the transient decrease of kinA:0F in the Trans-0FgltA strain (B) abolishes 0A~P pulsing and instead the system stays at steady state. In the i0F amyE strain (C), the transient decrease in effective kinA:0F causes a decrease in 0A~P but 0A~P does not overshoot before returning to the steady state and there is no pulse, depends on the level of 0F expression. Simulations also show that elimination of the transient decrease of kinA:0F in the i0F gltA strain (D) abolishes 0A~P pulsing and instead the system stays at steady state. This 0A~P response level in i0F strains depends on whether 0F expression from the IPTG-inducible P hsp promoter is low (solid line) or high (dashed line). These results show that 0A~P pulsing is triggered by DNA replication and that both the kinA-0F chromosomal arrangement and 0A~P-0F negative feedback are essential for 0A~P pulsing.
Figure 4.
Experimental observation confirm that 0A–P pulsing depends on kinA-0F chromosomal arrangement and transcriptional feedback from 0A–P to 0F negative feedback. A–E Chromosomal arrangements of 0F and kinA in Wildtype B. subtilis (A), Trans-0Fglta (B), Trans-0FamyE (C), Trans-kinAglta (D) and Trans-kinAmyE (E) strains. Blue and orange bars mark strains that have transient kinA:0F imbalance and negative feedback respectively. F–J Measurements of $P_{0A\text{-}yfp}$ activity in single cells during starvation. 0A–P pulses seen in Wildtype B. subtilis cells (F) are abolished by the translocation of 0F to the gltA locus in the Trans-0Fglta strain (G) but not by the translocation of 0F to the amyE locus in the Trans-0FamyE strain (H). 0A–P pulses are also abolished by the translocation of kinA to the amyE locus in the Trans-kinAglta strain (J) but not by the translocation of kinA to the gltA locus in the Trans-0Fglta strain (I). Note that $P_{0A\text{-}yfp}$ promoter activity level does not increase in the Trans-0Fglta strain. Vertical dashed lines indicate cell divisions. K–O Chromosomal arrangements of 0F and kinA in iTrans-0F (K), i0FamyE (L, N) and i0Fglta strains (M, O). Note that both i0F strains lack the 0A–P:0F negative feedback. P–T Measurements of $P_{0A\text{-}yfp}$ activity in single cells during starvation. Addition of an IPTG inducible copy of 0F near the origin in the iTrans-0F strain (P) recovers the transient kinA: 0F imbalance lost in Trans-0Fglta strain and rescues the 0A–P pulses seen in wildtype B. subtilis cells. 0A activity pulsing is greatly decreased in the i0FamyE (Q, S) and i0Fglta strains (R, T) which lack the negative feedback. 0A activity in the i0FamyE (Q) strain.
fluctuates due to transient changes in \textit{kinA}.\textit{P}_{\text{hsp-OF}} but does not pulse (Figure S5). If 0F expression is low (at 5μM IPTG; Q, R), both i0F strains accumulate high 0A activity levels. High level expression of 0F (at 20μM IPTG; S, T) blocks 0A activation in both i0F strains similar to \textit{Trans-OFgltA}. 
Figure 5.
Loss of coordination of sporulation program with DNA replication in non-pulsing strains could lead to sporulation defects. A. Fraction of cells that have formed spores by 25hrs into starvation in different strains. Bars and error-bars respectively show the means and standard deviation of spore fraction calculated using 3 independent measurements for each condition.

B. Phase-contrast and fluorescence microscopy (PsplIR-cfp) images from a time-lapse experiment showing the difference in timing of SpoIIR activation/Asymmetric septation in sporulation and sporulation defects. T0 represents the time of birth for each indicated cell (yellow outline). T2, T3 etc. indicate time after birth in hours. Time-point of SpoIIR activation/Asymmetric septation in each case is marked by blue box. Asymmetric septation and σF activation happen late in the cell-cycle (T5) during normal sporulation as compared to the sporulation defect cases. Early activation of σF in the whole cell at T2 results in cell death. Early asymmetric septation at T2 produce a small daughter cell (red outline) which dies without activating σF in the forespore. Scale Bars: 2μm.

C. Quantification of number of defects per spore produced over 30hrs in starvation conditions by the pulsing WT strain (green bars) and the non-pulsing strains i0FgltA (yellow bars) and Trans-kinAamyE (purple bars). Error-bars indicate the standard deviation of 3 independent measurements. The defects/spore ratio is significantly higher for non-pulsing strains.

D. Time difference between birth and SpoIIR (a σF reporter) activation/Asymmetric septation in cell-cycles that produce spores and those that end in lysis due to sporulation defects. SpoIIR activation/Asymmetric septation happens significantly earlier in cell-cycles that end sporulation defects.